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ThistleBEA is now offering limited rentals* to help with
your wedding DIY photo booths!

*Rentals only available to ThistleBEA coordination clients

Instax Mini Rentals

Phone and Ring Light

Camera with up to 100 exposures ~ $130

Camera only (you provide the film) ~ $40

Ring light on a stand with phone and premium
photobooth app ~ $150

Ring light on a stand with phone and Instax
Mini Link Printer with 100 exposures ~ $250

Instax Mini Link Rentals
Printer with up to 100 exposures ~ $140

Printer only (you provide the film) ~ $50
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Instax Mini Rentals

Camera with up to 100 exposures ~ $130
Batteries included. Additional film can be added on
at the wedding at $12/10 exposures; only pay for
what you use after 100 exposures

Batteries included. You must provide the instax mini
film. 

Skip the hassle (and expense) of buying and selling your
own Instax camera and let us provide it for you! We take
care of ensuring you have a working camera and ensuring
the batteries are well charged. And if you have us provide
the film, you won't need to worry about running out or
buying too much!

Camera only (you provide the film) ~ $40

Extra Film ~ $12 per 10 exposures; $110 per 100

Additional film you can purchase on your wedding
day or ahead of time
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Instax Mini Link Rentals

Printer with up to 100 exposures ~ $140
Batteries included. Additional film can be added on
at the wedding at $12/10 exposures; only pay for
what you use after 100 exposures

Batteries included. You must provide the instax mini
film. 

This is a fun alternative to the Instax camera option
because your guests will get to pose and choose their
photo to print so less film is wasted on weird faces, poor
lighting, or missing someone in the shot. You will need to
provide the phone for taking photos or encourage your
guests to download the Instax app ahead of arriving to your
wedding.

Printer only (you provide the film) ~ $50

Extra Film ~ $12 per 10 exposures; $110 per 100

Additional film you can purchase on your wedding
day or ahead of time
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Phone and Ring Light
Really DIY your photobooth with this set-up! Your
coordinator team will even set it all up for you. This rental
does not include anyone to "run" your photobooth for you
but with the photo booth app or the Instax printer app,
your guests will have no issues with snapping awesome
poses at your wedding in excellent lighting. After your
wedding, all photos taken will be uploaded to a Google
photo drive for which you will have the link to with the
photos for 90 days after your wedding to download. 

Ring light on a stand with phone and premium
photobooth app ~ $150

We'll keep the phone charged all night long with a
power bank and you'll get to choose between a few
different layouts for your photo booth "prints"

Again, we'll make sure the phone has plenty of
charge all night long. Additional film can be added on
at the wedding at $12/10 exposures; only pay for
what you use after 100 exposures

Ring light on a stand with phone and Instax
Mini Link Printer with 100 exposures ~ $250


